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ABSTRACT
In this paper on designing organizational processes, we combine insight on reflection-in-action with the
role of reflection and experimenting from the organizational routine dynamics literature. Illustrated
through a case at a strategy consultancy, we show how a prototyped workshop can elicit reflection-inaction when designing organizational processes. The artifacts used in the prototyped workshop made
previous implicit assumptions about the work more explicit. This led to on the spot reflection-in-action
of how to improve the prototype. This shows how collective reflection-action can be created by creating
a space for reflection, that simultaneously allows for experimentation. Future research between design
science and organizational science would thus be fruitful when studying the role of collective reflectionin-action when prototyping organizational processes.
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1

INTRODUCTION

(Re)design of organizational processes is an interdisciplinary issue, as both the insights from design as
well as from organizational science are relevant (Yoo et al., 2006). The organizational element comes
from organizing being about aligning a purpose with the collaboration needed to achieve it
(Greenwood and Miller, 2010; Greenwood and Prakash, 2009; Lorino and Mourey, 2015). This means
that organizing can be as small as a workshop and as big as an international corporation. From the
design field perspective, design of organizational processes has gained renewed interest, as designers
look beyond visual and product design to higher order of design such as service design, organization
design or system design. (Buchanan, 2015). As example, designers might be involved in redesigning
their own processes of product design, innovation (Junginger, 2008), or service design (Junginger,
2015), where designers also have to redesign organizational processes to some degree. For designers,
it is relevant to understand the managerial and organizational issues they have to deal with, for
example when designing and innovating in larger organizations where viability is often an issue. With
the role of designers being extended towards designing organizational processes, designers could thus
be helped with a refined understanding of organizations, as the design of organizational processes is
bound to run into organizational challenges as well (Junginger, 2015). These interdisciplinary
challenges make designing organizational processes interesting for both designers (Buchanan, 2007;
2015; Junginger, 2008; 2015) as well as organizational scientists (Feldman et al., 2016; Pentland and
Feldman, 2008).
This paper addresses the role of collective reflection-in-action (Schön, 1983; Yanow and Tsoukas,
2009) that can be elicited when prototyping organizational processes. To illustrate our conceptual
ideas, we use a strategic design case. A master design student (Dankfort , 2018) was tasked with
redesigning the strategy making process of a strategy consultancy, by adding design practices that help
engage employees with strategy. While the overall process is described in the master thesis of the
student (Dankfort, 2018), we focus our analysis on a surprising collective reflection moment that
occurred within the strategy consultancy. As a surprise to both the master student and the employees
of the strategy consultancy, the evaluation moment of a prototype for designing workshops, led to
unexpected insights about implicit assumptions underlying the work of the strategy consultants. By
showing how a prototyped workshop lead to making previously implicit assumptions about the work
explicit, this case study illustrates the importance of collective reflection (Buchner and Langley, 2016;
Dittrich, Guerard and Seidl, 2016; Yanow and Tsoukas) when designing organizational processes.
Designing such organizational processes aiming at novelty are also of interest to organizational
science. Here, the study of organizational processes within organization science is largely subsumed
under the concept of organizational routines. Routines are defined as “repetitive, recognizable patterns
of interdependent actions that involve multiple actors” (Feldman and Pentland, 2003; HowardGrenville, 2005; Parmigiani and Howard-Grenville, 2011). Such definition might make routines sound
like static, mindless and rigid repetitions of activities, when in reality, this is not the case. This would
explain why the design of organizational processes often focuses on redesigning checklists, changing
rules and procedures or reinforcing new organizational processes with software, hoping that
redesigning such artefacts will lead to the desired changes in the routine (Pentland and Feldman,
2008). More recent work has reinforced that routines are effortful accomplishments, as people have to
deal with changing circumstances while trying to achieve their goals (Feldman, 2000; Feldman and
Pentland, 2003; Feldman et al., 2016) and how ‘alive’ routines can be (Cohen, 2007). An important
insight here is the role of reflection (Dittrich et al., 2016) and its interplay with experimentation when
redesigning routines (Bucher and Langley, 2016). The importance of experimentation in
organizational routines is in line with the understanding of design as an iterative and experimental
process, where implementation becomes part of the design process (Norman and Stappers, 2015).
The remainder of the article first introduces routine dynamics, in order to discuss the topic of routine
design. Here we highlight the role of reflection and experimentation. These issues are illustrated with a
vignette from our case. We round off the paper by a discussion and several avenues for potential future
research. The paper closes with our conclusion, that design researchers and organizational scholars
might most fruitful engage with each other by studying the interaction of reflection and
experimentation when designing organizational processes.
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ROUTINES AND THE ROLE OF REFLECTION AND EXPERIMENTATION
IN DESIGNING ROUTINES

Routines originate from discussions in economics of how organizations learn over time and how that
learning is manifested through memory (Nelson and Winter, 2002). Routines were advanced as an
explanation of how companies gradually learn which processes and actions work best for their chosen
goal. While helpful initially, such a perspective on organizational processes reinforced a static view of
routines as consisting of the same steps every time, neglecting the experience of actors that have to
constantly adapt to changing situations in which to perform a routine (Feldman et al., 2016; Pentland
and Feldman, 2008).
2.1 Routines, artefacts & boundary objects
Earlier work on routines focused on the roles of artefacts in routines. Artefacts can play an important
role to stabilize routines as the ostensive aspects of routines (Leutenegger et al., 2018). Such artefacts
can be guidelines, visualizations of routines or a flowchart. The (re)design of routines can thus address
the design of such artefacts of routines. On the other hand, artefacts can also play an important role
within the routine. Here, a check-list can help users remember which actions to take and to check if the
actions were already taken. A specific form of artefact would be boundary-objects.Boundary objects
help people by transferring, translating and transforming knowledge across boundaries (Carlile, 2002;
2004). For routines, an important form of boundary objects are visual representations, rules, checklists
and other forms of representations of the routine. This has led to routine design often focusing on
redesigning such representations of routines (Cohen, 2007). The challenge here though is that just
redesigning the representation of a routine does not necessarily mean that the actual performance of
the routine changes (Pentland and Feldman, 2008). Understanding the internal dynamics of routines
are particularly important when we aim to “influence, design or manage” routines (Pentland and
Feldman, 2005, p. 793). To grasp routines more deeply and to build better theory about how to design
them requires an understanding of the underlying processes (Sutton and Staw, 1995). A central
challenge of routines and changing them is the ‘puzzle of recursiveness’ (Feldman, 2003). Routines
and the actions that make up the routines have existing relationships, that reinforce the status quo.
Then how can one change a routine, despite this tendency to remain at the status quo?
2.2 From routine dynamics to routine design
How routines change has become the focus of research for the last 20 years. While previous research
had taken a rather static account of routines as repeated patterns of actions, this ongoing stream of
research looks more and more at the dynamics of routines and therefore at how routines change over
time. Here the interaction between the representational patterns of routines (such as visualizations and
others forms of representation of routines) and the performative aspects (as the specific instances
where a routine is performed) play an important role (Pentland and Feldman, 2005). More specifically,
it is important to investigate how changing representations of a routine might change the actual
performance, but also how specific performances of routines might change the overall routine
(Feldman and Pentland, 2003). Thus, an interesting avenue for research is how the redesign of routine
artefacts influences the actual performance of routines (e.g. Glaser, 2016).
More recent work on routine dynamics has explored the co-creation and co-design of different actors
together changing a routine, creating a routine and even designing a routine and therefore touching
upon larger topics of changing an organization (Becker et al., 2005). Below we introduce several
studies that have explored efforts of people to change existing routines. While using different concepts
to describe these efforts, they are all related to aspects of routine design.
Glaser (2017) has studied the introduction of algorithms to the organizational processes of a police force.
Glaser looked at design performances as the organizations redesigned artefacts to change a routine. This
work highlighted the dynamic nature of routine design, as artefacts, members of the organizations, theories
underlying their choices and the specific actions available interacted with each other.
Bapuji et al. (2018) have studied the redesign of a towel change routine in a hotel. Their work focused
on how bringing in the understanding of the stakeholders involved (e.g., maid’s changing the towels)
can be beneficial when redesigning a routine. At the same time, the authors highlighted the challenges
of having to design organizational processes where the hotel guests, as users, have to play their role as
well. Leutenegger, Tuckermann, Gutzan and Rüegg-Stürm (2018) studied the change of a routine in a
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hospital, by focusing on the role of designing the ostensive aspect of a routine and the challenges of
doing so when different stakeholders are involved.
All these studies have introduced different aspects and challenges of intentionally changing routines, but
where these studies often lack is in the detailed description of the actual designing of the routine, especially
the role of experimentation and prototyping that is so important to design (Coughlan et al., 2007).
2.3 Reflective spaces & experimental spaces in routine change
To get a better understanding of how routines are designed, it is beneficial to look at reflective and
experimental spaces. Either by intentionally optimization of its parts or by accidently changing
routines, more fundamental change of routines requires reflection. Earlier sociological research had
indicated the important role of spaces for organizational change (Kellogg, 2009). In the following we
introduce more recent work on the roles of spaces that indicates the importance of spaces for
reflection, spaces for experimentation and the interaction of these in routine change.
Dittrich, Guérard and Seidl (2016) have shown the role of reflective talk in routine change, as people
engaged in routine design need to be able to step back from their current ways of working in order to
find new ways of working. Such reflective talk is aided through reflective spaces.
While reflective spaces are more related to reflection-on-action (Bucher and Langley, 2016; Schön,
1983), experimental spaces relate more to the performative aspect of routines and the reflection-inaction (Schön, 1983; Yanow and Tsoukas, 2009) of active experimentation within a routine. Reflective
spaces allow for various forms of boundaries to detach oneself from daily work, needed to reflect.
Experimental spaces are intended to bring the actors back into the setting of the workspace and safely
experiment within the boundaries of their work (Bucher and Langley, 2016).
Thus, rather than only engaging in reflection-on-action by looking backwards at actions taken and
reflecting on these, it is important to explore routine change from inside through studying the
reflection-in-action that goes on as people experiment with routines. Here, more recent work on
routine dynamics looks more explicitly at attempts to change routines. Such work has looked at
routine change and the role of reflective talk (Dittrich et al., 2016), intentions (Dittrich and Seidl,
2018), interplay of reflective and experimental spaces (Bucher and Langley, 2016) and the role of
designing artefacts (Glaser, 2017).
2.4 Experimentation for routine design
Recent examples of work highlighting this internal experimentation of routines can be found in Turner
and Rindova (2012), D’Adderio (2014), and Rerup and Feldman (2011). These studies show that a
challenge of routine design is that when the routine changes, people need to adapt their understandings
of the routine (Bapuji et al., 2018), their role (Dionysiou and Tsoukas, 2013), the practices they use
(Pentland and Feldman, 2008), and their underlying beliefs (Cohen, 2007) in light of the changing
organizational context (Dionysiou and Tsoukas, 2013) and the routine (Bucher and Langley, 2016).
These issues require that part of designing a routine is enactment (Bucher and Langley, 2016; Simpson
and Lorino, 2016) of the new routine through experimentation. An example of such experimentation is
the vignette that follows. We explore this issue using a case study, originated from the master thesis of
the third author (Dankfort, 2018), by delving deeper into the role of reflection-in-action during the
design review of the prototyped workshop.
3

CASE STUDY: EVALUATING A TOOLKIT AS A MOMENT OF COLLECTIVE
REFLECTION-IN-ACTION

Our case stems from the master thesis project of the third author. We purposefully selected the
evaluation of the toolkit (see Figure 1), which was a theoretically important moment in the single case
study (Yin, 2013). This was done to gain a better qualitative understanding of how and why the
collective reflection moment occurred and what role reflection-in-action played here to illustrate the
conceptual discussion in the previous section. The evaluation moment of the third author was taped
and the sections relevant to our theoretical discussion transcribed. A follow-up online survey was done
by the third author, to elicit extra feedback from the participants on the prototype and the evaluation
session.
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Figure 1: Overview of toolkit (Dankfort, 2018)

Our case particularly addresses the evaluation session of the prototype of the toolkit, developed for the
purpose of supporting strategy implementation via visual storytelling (see Figure 1). The prototype
was tested during a session of 1,5 hours, with five members of the strategy consultancy and the third
author/designer of the toolkit.
The evaluation of the prototype toolkit was set-up so that different members of the strategy
consultancy could engage with the toolkit and each other to elicit reflection and feedback. Besides
using the prototype in a realistic situation, one of the main goals of the evaluation was to reflect on and
change the routine of the strategy consultancy itself:
“As has been seen during the internal analysis, [the strategy consultancy] has some opportunities
to improve their way-of-working by incorporating design skills (tools in the toolkit). This means
changing their own routine. Next to being engaged with the toolkit, they have to know what their
routine currently is, reflect on it and see the added value of using the toolkit. Although this is
something that can only truly be measured over time, during the evaluation the discussion can
indicate how willing and able they are to change their routine.”
The set-up of the evaluation was three-fold: initially, they used the toolkit, followed by a feedback
session of using the specific tool on values and finally, the participants had to fill an online survey.
Participants received a program and a digital toolkit to familiarize themselves beforehand. The group
was tasked to design a particular workshop.
They were split in two groups, one applying the toolkit to a previous client, the other group applying
the toolkit to a current client of the consultancy. This made the case realistic for the participants. The
master student started out with instruction, stating to work “as if you were about to design the
workshop”. This was done to put the participants into a realistic situation of actually having to go
about using the tool, eliciting reflection-in-action, rather than reflection-on-action (Schön, 1983). At
some point later, a participant wonders:
Participant 1: “so we just practice… designing a workshop?”
Master Thesis Student: “Yes”
P1: “and we let you know when we run into things that make us go ‘huh’?”
M: “Yes”
P1: “and we give green light when it works, yes?”
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M: “Exactly”
P1: “With the example of [current project] in mind?”
M: “Yes”
While the first two steps of the toolkit seemed to work, during the third step (see Figure 2), the use of
cards with questions about values led to some surprising “huh” moments. The use of the tool starts a
discussion around the current status of values in the routine of the strategy consultant itself:
Participant 1: “Maybe the questions need to be different (…) if we already find it difficult (…)
struggle to understand values here... in my experience if you ask people about values they get
stuck…”
Participant 2: “even for people like us that are consciously busy with these abstract words and
things [to talk about values]”
P1: “in the reflection.. but if you ask the question much simpler… in the end you achieve exactly
the same”
P2: “I assumed that we always work explicitly with changing organizational values…”
Here the assumption about the goal being the change of organizational values is questioned during
step 3 (see Figure 2). The discussion around values continues. As a participant later remarks in the
online survey:
Participant 3: “You noticed that in the Friday discussion. Your toolkit clearly stimulated a good
discussion!”
In the evaluation of this prototyping session, the master student noted that the participants:
“could understand the cards’ content quite easily and were playing around with the cards,
pointing to them while discussing (…) The content of the toolkit provided quite some discussion.
(…) team had different definitions of value among themselves. (…) [They] already thought it
was difficult for themselves to think about values, let alone for the clients’ employees who don’t
regularly think that abstractly in their work.”

Figure 2: Phase 3 (Dankfort, 2018)

4

FINDINGS

What we see in this short case, is the role that the prototyped workshop played in getting the group to
reflect together on the role of values in their current routine. As known from literature, artefacts can
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act as boundary objects (Carlile, 2002; 2004) to transform knowledge. The actual use of the prototype,
as a form of experiment, made differences between the assumptions about their work explicit. In this
case, the role of changing organizational values was questioned. In using the tool, the group started to
reflect, indicating reflection-in-action (Schön, 1983). Thus, even while the participants had gone
through many of these workshops before, the role of values had not before come up this explicit. By
having the prototyped workshop as a form of boundary object, the underlying assumptions about their
work came to the forefront.
We found that several aspects of the evaluation moment helped lead to this outcome. The explicitness
of a physical toolkit helps by acting as a boundary object (Carlile, 2002; 2004). Rather than abstractly
giving feedback, engaging the group in the concrete with a realistic situation of having to design a
workshop for a client seemed to elicit realistic surprises (in this case about the role of values). At the
same time, since the moment was not with an actual client, it seemed closer to an experimental space
as described in Bucher and Langley (2016). This allowed the participants to engage in reflection-inaction (Yanow and Tsoukas, 2009) on their routine and the underlying implicit assumptions, leading to
a collective reflection moment.
This finding is supported by the online survey, where the statement: “The toolkit helps with conscious
reflection-on(-action) and -in(- action) the current [strategy consultant] routine.” received one of the
highest scores. Participants noted that they valued how the toolkit sparked discussion about their own
routine, in this case, the routine of workshop preparations. Next to this, participants thought this
toolkit would help with reflection-on-action of a workshop afterwards, by allowing the group to more
explicitly reflect on the pattern of their routine.
We see therefore how the use of a prototype is able to elicit collective reflection-in-action, leading to
participants using the toolkit as a boundary object to become aware of their underlying assumptions
about their own routine.
5

DISCUSSION

In our case, what was intended to be an experimental space by using a prototype, turned out to be an
opportunity for a collective reflection (Yanow and Tsoukas, 2009) moment, triggered by the surprising
insight that the participants’ assumptions about values were different. It seems that, rather than Bucher
and Langley (2016) indicating that reflective spaces and experimental spaces are different, at least
within this specific case the participants were able to experiment and reflect at the same time.
Regarding the role of the prototypes as boundary objects, we saw that making the routine of the group
explicit, allowed them to reflect on it in a different way than before. The action of engaging in
“playing” with the cards and “pointing” at the cards seemed to help the group reflect with each other
as a form of reflection-in-action.
Our findings seem to indicate that it is beneficial to create space for both reflection and
experimentation during routine design. Particularly, it is preferable to allow participants to engage
with prototypes in a way that elicits reflection-in-action, seeing emergent surprises as interesting
learning opportunities.
6

FUTURE RESEARCH

Next, we want to highlight two potentially interesting avenues for design researchers to engage in for
future research on designing organizational processes. What are current questions on designing
routines?
6.1 How are routines born?
In our case study, we described the redesign of an existing organizational process. Yet, sometimes the
design of an organizational process starts from scratch. This relates to one of the current key questions
in routine design , namely how routines are actually born (Howard-Grenville, 2005). While recent
work has shed much light on the dynamics of routines when they already exist, we still miss a better
understanding of how routines come into being. As with other research on emergence of the
phenomenon of interest, one of the challenges here is how to study something that does not exist yet
and how to ensure that you are there when it actually emerges (Fachin and Langley, 2018; Langley
and Tsoukas, 2010; Langley et al., 2013).
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6.2 How to elicit reflection-in-action during designing organizational processes?
Extending the existing work on the importance of reflection in routine design (Dittrich et al., 2016)
and its interplay with experimentation (Bucher and Langley, 2016),) a next step would be to look at
the possibility to elicit collective reflection-in-action, where participants can both experiment and
reflect while engaged in the routine.
7

CONCLUSION

The aim of this paper was to reach a better understanding of how experimentation and reflection are
essential elements to design routines and organizational processes. Our review of the literature
highlighted that reflection and experimentation are crucial in redesigning organizational processes
(Bucher and Langley, 2016). Rather than detached designing of the representations of pattern in
routines, this calls for situated experimentation. We have found that reflection-in-action is important
for the design of organizational processes and prototypes can help to elicit reflection-in-action (Schön,
1983). This is even more important, when the group manages to engage in collective reflection
(Yanow and Tsoukas, 2009) during the testing of a prototype. We highlighted several avenues for
future research, most notably studies that uncover from the inside how people redesign organizational
processes and how reflection and experimentation can interact to elicit collective reflection-in-action.
We hope that other design scholars are interested to take their insights into designing organizational
processes to organizational science and, conversely, that designers welcome insights on (designing)
organizational processes from the organizational science perspective.
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